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A R M O U R 
I N T E G R I T Y  
M O N I T O R I N G  
S Y S T E M

AIMS reduces the need for costly routine x-ray analysis of armour plates 
by providing an immediate status check of the plate’s integrity.

Featuring NFC connectivity and option of push 
button checking, AIMS™ aids logistics and 
frontline military/security  personnel by rapidly 
assessing and recording a plate’s condition. 
AIMS™ indicates whether a plate is fit for 
continued use or requires returning for further 
x-ray analysis. 

AIMS™ delivers to the user 
a powerful confidence 
assessment within the 
tactical environment.

REDUCING THROUGH LIFE COSTS

Body armour can be subjected to significant 
impacts during training or operational use. As 
damage to the ceramic plate often takes the 
form of hairline fractures which are only visible 
through x-ray analysis; continued confidence 
can only be maintained through the routine use 
of x-ray facilities.  

Answering a UK Government backed research 
call to reduce the need to return body armour 
for x-ray analysis, Plextek developed AIMS™, 
an in-field ceramic body armour integrity  
monitoring sensor.

Designed for volume manufacture or retrofitted 
to existing ceramic body armour plates, AIMS™ 
can be introduced as new build  feature or as 
part of a mid-life upgrade programme.

The highly reconfigurable architecture ensures 
the ballistic characteristics of differing ceramic 
armour plates can be captured and 
monitored effectively.

AIMS

AIMS™  
has the potential 
to reduce the 
return rate of  
in-service armour 
plates for x-ray 
analysis by 

96%.
AIMS™ CHECK & GO 
PUSH-TO-CHECK UNIT

 � User Push to Test LED 
 � No training required
 � Fit and forget  

- no further maintenance required
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KEY BENEFITS:

XX Provides immediate in-field confidence check 

XX “Fit and forget” low profile sensor 

XX No maintenance or battery charging required

XX Can be retrofitted to existing ceramic armour plates

XX Connects to bespoke secure application that monitors 

and records plate data (condition, battery, serial number)

XX NFC connectivity or push to test enables rapid 

check without removing plate from user

XX Lessens dependency on x-ray checking resulting 

in lower logistic support costs

XX Enables armour plates to stay in-service for longer 

periods reducing requirement for spare quantities

APPLICATIONS

AIMS™ hugely reduces the logistic cost 
burden currently required in maintaining 
the operational readiness of the equipment. 
Initial testing and inspection can be carried 
out at 1st and 2nd line to determine whether 
further specialist action (x-ray) is required.

Capable of capturing multiple impact 
instances between checks, AIMS™ can be 
used to build up a pattern of life that the 
plate has undergone during use.

CHARACTERISATION

AIMS™ has a highly reconfigurable 
architecture that ensures the 
ballistic characteristics of 
differing ceramic armour plates 
can be captured and monitored 
effectively. To enable this tailoring 
of AIMS™ to the host armour plate 
system, Plextek will work the 
client to determine the optimum  
detection parameters.

AIMS™ CHECK 
NFC CONNECTIVITY 

 � Bespoke NFC reader or smart phone connectivity, the AIMSTM 
application can output data into existing inventory control systems

 � Intuitive user application requiring minimal training 
 � Fit and forget - no further maintenance required



Weight 10g

Dimensions (H x W x L) 6 x 20 x 75mm

Operating Life 5 years

Power 3V Lithium Button Cell

Fully encapsulated

ENVIRONMENTAL 

Low /High Temp - operational -30°C/+60°C  

Designed to meet Mil STD 810F

 � Rain 

 � Humidity

 � Sand and Dust 

 � Shock 

INTERFACE 

NFC Type 5

ANDROID version 2.3.3 or above

For more information, please call Bede O’Neill on +44 (0)1799 533200 or email AIMS@plextek.com
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